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James Halford 

The Revenge of Ding Xi  

 

Sun Yuan watches the Australian laoshi pat each of her classmates on the crown as she 

takes attendance: twenty-four Beijing school kids lined up inside the gates of the famous 

Gold Coast movie park. It’s January, late afternoon, and sweltering, the roll call so slow 

Sun Yuan worries the soles of her shoes will melt and glue her feet permanently to the 

asphalt. Two weeks into the study tour Teacher Veronica still has trouble matching 

names and faces. All Sun Yuan wants to do is climb aboard the air-conditioned coach 

parked outside the turnstiles and head back to her home-stay in Brisbane. How long will 

it take the teacher to realise Ding Xi, their own little god, is not among them? 

Within a few days the boy proved himself a perfect devil, insulting his home-stay 

family, bloodying Joey’s nose and cheating at Mahjong. Poor Teacher Veronica, who 

doesn’t speak a word of Chinese, had no idea what she was up against. Each outrage 

brought the same modest punishment: ten minutes disgrace in the corridor. Where were 

the bamboo cane and the wooden paddle? What use was it sending him outside? Ding Xi 

merely scuffed up and down the passageway with the volume on his Playstation Portable 

turned all the way up, and returned more determined than ever to make trouble.  

On Thursday, he broke one of the classroom windows with a football, and answered 

Teacher Veronica's scolding with an outburst of the foulest words in the Chinese 

language. The Australian understood none of it, but she noticed some of Ding Xi’s 

followers beginning to snicker at her. She locked him in the cleaner's cupboard for twenty 

minutes to avoid losing face in front of the class and this, Sun Yuan decides, was her first 
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big mistake.  

She wonders whether the children of all high officials are sociopathic like Ding Xi, or 

whether the boy is a special case. At school in Beijing he enjoys total impunity. He and 

his gang of thugs rule the playground with an iron fist, exacting tribute and doling out 

punishment. None of the teachers will reprimand him because his father, a member of the 

Central Discipline Inspection Commission, has heavy connections in the Politburo. Even 

in Brisbane, thousands of kilometres from his family’s influence, Ding Xi’s henchmen 

terrorise anybody foolish enough to stand up to him. Sun Yuan worries that not even 

Teacher Veronica is safe. So much for the new era of cooperation between China and 

Australia. 

Before they left home, Teacher Liao told the group that the Australians had elected a 

Mandarin-speaking Prime Minister, Lu Kewen. ‘Our countries are close friends now,’ he 

said. Ding Xi’s behaviour, however, has made it hard for Teacher Veronica to bond with 

the group. The woman goes by her first name, and tries to win them over with playful 

questions like ‘Who is your favourite Hollywood celebrity?’ and ‘Do you like vegemite 

toast?’ Sun Yuan, the oldest, she treats like a girlfriend. But something about these 

gestures of friendship seems false. As the Australian teacher moves down the line and 

calls the students by their nicknames – Lucy, Cindy and Tennis, Pinocchio, Johnny and 

Beckham – Sun Yuan has the sense that they are as alien to each other as ever. 

When the group first arrived in Brisbane, their home-stay families helped them 

decide on English names. Liu Yan and Li Qingzhao, two girls with Jennifer Aniston 

haircuts, both called themselves Rachel. Their boyfriends, Xiao Xiao and Yu Hongjie, 

obediently agreed to Joey and Lawrence. Others selected characters from English stories: 
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Gu Lili chose Snow White, Wan Ying Fairy-Princess and Qin Gang wanted everyone to 

call him Harrypotter. He was terribly disappointed to learn this was, in fact, two names 

that he had run together.  

Soon to turn eighteen, and about to begin a major in English language teaching at Er 

Wai University, Sun Yuan is much too grown up for this kind of fairytale transformation. 

It has taken years of hard struggle for her to master their language, and she doesn’t see 

why foreigners can’t at least make the effort to learn her name.  

‘Not Sunny, Sun Yuan,’ she politely insisted in the first class, and Teacher Veronica 

rolled her eyes. 

‘I guess you’re not so sunny after all.’  

Perhaps she was wrong to take such a stand. After all, going overseas isn't just about 

trying strange food and patting marsupials; it's also a chance to experiment with other 

possible selves. Her frustration with the classes, she decides, has stopped her entering 

into this spirit. Sun Yuan wanted help with advanced grammar and with learning all the 

difficult new words in her paperback edition of Through the Looking Glass. Instead, the 

lessons are full of colouring worksheets and Mr Bean videos. There is only one area in 

which the Australian teacher might be able to help her: boys. Since her boyfriend Hu 

failed his university entrance exams, he’s been too depressed to leave the house. He’s 

threatened to cut his wrists if she doesn’t go to bed with him. Is this normal male 

behaviour or is she getting in over her head? If the older woman is able to give her some 

advice her parents’ $6000 won’t have gone to waste entirely. She’s been doing 

everything she can to get the teacher on side, even helping her control Ding Xi.  
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‘We’re short one student,’ Veronica remarks to the bus driver, a giant of a man in a short-

sleeved shirt and shorts, with white socks pulled up to his knees. He’s locked the cabin of 

the coach but left the engine running. 

‘Well, you’d better find him quick,’ he replies. ‘The traffic will be shithouse if we 

wait much longer and I’ve got to have the bus back at the depot by six.’ Sun Yuan could 

have pointed out the boy was missing five minutes ago, but she didn’t want to offend the 

Australian. Veronica is only five years older at twenty-two, but she is still the teacher.  

‘It’s Ding Xi who’s missing,’ says Sun Yuan. 

‘You mean the one with the glasses? The kid who wants everyone to call him God?’ 

Sun Yuan nods and the other woman exhales through her nose. 

‘I’m going to strangle the little bastard.'  

Even when she’s angry Teacher Veronica is pretty. Sun Yuan is impressed by her 

tapered stovepipe jeans and opal stud earrings, but more than anything she admires 

Veronica’s laidback nature. It is difficult to imagine the Australian ever fretting over her 

exams, or worrying she might disappoint her parents. The teacher likes to boast that she 

spent most of her university days at the bar picking up boys. Ex-boyfriends strut in and 

out of Veronica’s stories like stage villains. Can she really have been with so many men 

at such a young age? There’s her high school sweetheart, Nick the car thief; Rodrigo the 

two-timing chemical engineer from Sao Paulo; even a Taiwanese boy, Zhao, whom she 

met on a student exchange in Taipei, and talks about with scandalous frankness. 

‘I’ll never believe what they say about Asian boys being small again.’  

Next to this curvy creature, her own body feels boyish and unsensual, her chest flat, 

hips slim. Teacher Veronica’s stories make her single erotic encounter in the cinema at 
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Wangfujing seem childish. What might have happened if she had not slapped Hu's hand 

away?  

‘We’d better go hunt him down,’ says the teacher, sticking a piece of gum to the 

underside of a metal rail and removing a fresh one from the packet. 'Ding Shar, what a 

bloody headache.' She links arms with Sun Yuan, and leads her off to begin the search, 

leaving the bus driver to supervise the others.  

They look for the missing boy in the food court and in the line-up for the 

rollercoaster, in the souvenir store and among the people assembling to watch the parade 

of cartoon characters – no luck. They look for him around the Batman theme ride and the 

Police stunt show, but find nothing. After ten minutes, they come upon the ghost train 

and Veronica stops, looking at Sun Yuan with a sly smile. Surely she isn’t thinking of 

going on the ride? Not while Ding Xi is still missing and everybody is waiting for them?  

‘Have you been on this one?’ The truth is Sun Yuan hasn’t been on a ride all day. She 

spent the entire afternoon sprawled out beneath a grey gum on the lawn, messaging Hu 

fragments of poems that Teacher Liao made her memorise: 

My heart is the autumn moon 

Clear and white in a green pool.  

But Hu wasn’t interested in highbrow foreplay, and only wanted to talk about kissing: 

kissing her forehead and the tip of her nose, kissing her cheeks and the soft skin beneath 

her jaw, kissing her clavicles, the blooming petals of her breasts, and down across her 

belly…  

Sun Yuan dropped the phone as though it had stung her, zipped it safely in the bottom 

of her bag. Ever since he failed his exam, he’s been pushing her like this. She doesn’t 
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know whether to give in to him, or call the whole thing off. Why doesn’t she feel the way 

he does? The rollercoaster roared overhead and she tried to concentrate on the sound of 

the people shrieking, ignoring her pounding heart and the dampness of the grass soaking 

through her jeans.  

Soon she will be one of the screamers. Veronica is pulling her toward a stone 

archway in the shape of a dog’s jaws, the entrance to the ghost train. Once inside the 

tunnel, Sun Yuan realises they’re going to be the only people onboard. The sound of a 

dog howling reaches her ears, as they sit down in the carriage and pull the metal protector 

bar down over their heads. Her clammy hands cannot grip it tightly enough. Suddenly she 

feels this is all Ding Xi’s doing. They ought to be hunting him out in the open air, not 

strapped into this carriage where they cannot escape. Last week he changed his name to 

God. She knows it’s ridiculous, but for a moment she fears he might really be in 

command of all that is happening, drawing them toward disaster along the metal rails. 

 

Ding Xi tilts his chair back, pops open a packet of caramels, and feels the bus lurch over 

a speed bump. This is not the chartered coach that was hired for the group, just a common 

Greyhound. As it turns onto the Pacific motorway toward Brisbane, he looks at his 

reflection in the window. He’s twelve years old with large round glasses and his hair cut 

in a bowl, but here in Australia people call him God. It’s satisfying the way the 

foreigners' mouths drop open at the sound of his new name. His classmates have taken 

nicknames too, but none of their choices make as much impact as his. At the beginning of 

dinner on his first night in Brisbane, his Australian hosts, the Watson family, bowed their 

heads and thanked the Lord in Heaven for the burned sausages they were about to 
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consume. This gave him an idea. He searched his electronic dictionary for the word that 

he wanted, the word that would make the silly lao wei spit chunks of oily meat all over 

their plates. In the scroll-down list he searched for the word, and when he located it, he 

finally knew what he would be called.  

He takes out his cell phone, fiddles. A few more minutes and he will make the call, 

but for now he has to be patient. Give the foreign teacher time to discover he’s missing, 

time for the panic to intensify. He drums on the pane with his fingertips, holds his watch 

to his ear, listens to it tick like a bomb. His father bought him his Gold Rolex the time 

they went ice skating at the shopping mall beneath the world trade centre in Guomao. He 

wears it on his left wrist, the strong one that has never been broken. It’s a good watch, but 

the hands move too slowly. 

Tick says the Rolex. On the seat beside him are two more boxes of caramels. Eating 

helps make time accelerate. Tock says the Rolex. Soon the floor at his feet is littered with 

purple and gold lolly wrappers and the sugar gives his perceptions a buzzing intensity. 

Tick. A dead kangaroo on the edge of the highway, intestines fanned out across the tar. 

Tock. The diaphanous wings of a fly buzzing against the glass. Time to make the call? 

It’s five to four in Australia, but his watch reads five to two because he prefers to leave it 

on Beijing time. His classmates will be starting to arrive at the meeting point inside the 

gates. The foreigner will count them and will notice he's missing. She'll go looking for 

him with the help of Sun Yuan, the traitor, and they'll scour the park until it closes at five 

o’clock. The futile search, the frantic phone calls, the long, defeated journey back to 

Brisbane without him, these are all part of his unfolding scheme. Two minutes to four. 

Yes, it's time now. He dials the number and waits, watches the flat, drab grassland scroll 
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by the window, caramel dissolving beneath his tongue. Then he hears a familiar voice. 

It’s a late-night-meeting-in-a-smoky-backroom voice – his father’s.  

'Wei?' 

'Baba, it is Ding Xi. The foreigner teacher has abandoned me. I am lost.' 

  

Sun Yuan is sure now that they have fallen into Ding Xi's trap and will perish here in the 

tunnel. She huddles against Teacher Veronica, the wheels clattering on the track as the 

train climbs. All around them in the dark she sees nightmare faces.  

Returning from the movies on Friday the first week, they came upon a naked Chinese 

man cross-legged in a cage. His head and body were covered in sores and purple bruises, 

his lips sewn together. Next to his enclosure was a banner in Chinese and English 

denouncing the treatment of the Falun Dafa, and an elderly woman handing out leaflets. 

Teacher Liao had warned them they would meet people in the west who hated China and 

would tell them terrible lies about their country. They mustn’t believe what they heard, he 

insisted, they must always remain impervious and proud. But Ding Xi could not control 

his rage. He snatched the pile of flyers from the woman’s hands and flung them across 

the footpath.  

'Pan bian!' Traitor. ‘Don’t you know who my father is? Don’t you know what he 

could have done to you?’  

 Veronica and Sun Yuan tried to drag him away by the arms, but he fought them off, 

spat in the woman’s face. It was then the Australian slung him over her shoulder and 

carried him away. Imagine Ding Xi’s humiliation at being picked up by a foreign 

woman! Although his curses and threats meant nothing to Veronica, Sun Yuan 
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recognised he was promising a great and terrible revenge. Behind them, the protestor 

wiped the snot from her face with a left-over leaflet, the shirtless man from the cage now 

at her side, comforting her. His wounds were painted on, Sun Yuan realised, only the 

stitches were real. So was he a genuine prisoner or not? The man shook his fist at them 

and tried to call out, but no sound emerged from his sealed lips.  

She sees his face all around her in the tunnel, the skin around his mouth creased as he 

tries to scream through the wound. At the top of the slope the train hangs motionless and 

Veronica puts a comforting hand on Sun Yuan’s.  

‘It’s okay. It’s just a ride.’   

A camera flashes, captures their faces the instant before they drop.  

Then they’re falling. They’re weightless and witless, falling through shadows, falling 

out of themselves and dissolving in the smoky air. Two bodies free-falling, shedding their 

names and faces, among laser lights and flashbulbs, falling free. She steps outside of 

herself, right out of her pulsing body, and onto the camera platform at the top of the 

abyss. Detached, almost in the third person, she watches herself fall, her body 

disappearing into the funnelled blackness. The wailing she hears is her own voice. It rises 

again, the cry of a wild animal, then cracks and rains back to earth as laughter.  

She is back in her body, she is holding Veronica, saying, ‘I-was-so-afraid-I-was-so-

afraid-I-couldn’t-tell-you-but-I-was-so-afraid.’  

And the other woman's flesh yields beneath her touch, moulds itself to her, different 

to Hu’s bony frame and ropy muscles, different in a good way. They stand on the 

platform hugging and laughing for a long time. In the souvenir store, Veronica buys two 

copies of the photo of them on the ride together. 
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‘Look at your face,’ she says, ‘your eyes are on stalks.’  

‘You look like you’re trying to bite me,’ Sun Yuan replies. 

‘I was trying to bite you.’  

They laugh again, forgetting Ding Xi and his threats, enjoying the closeness.  

As they emerge into the sunlight Veronica’s mobile sounds. The Australian takes the 

call, puts her hand over the mouthpiece, still giggling a little, and whispers, ‘My boss,’ to 

Sun Yuan.  

It’s impossible to make out what is being said at the other end of the line, but she can 

hear that the voice is angry. Veronica’s smile disappears.  

‘I’m sorry,' she says. ‘I’m sorry. Of course we’ll find him, sorry.’  

 

Ding Xi storms past Police Headquarters on Roma Street in the steamy early evening, 

plucks a pebble from the garden bed and flings it at a group of pigeons. The conversation 

with his father did not go well. 

‘Ding Xi, why do you always make trouble?’  

‘This time I have done nothing wrong.’ 

‘Listen to me. You make trouble. Every month I have to call up the school and 

apologise for something.’ 

‘This time it was the foreigner’s fault.’ 

‘Do you think I can just call up these people in Australia and tell them to fire her?’ 

‘She treated me as if I were a peasant’s son.’ 

‘The Australians are our allies.’ 

‘She isn’t an ally, she is a foreign conspirator.’ 
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‘Enough of this, Ding Xi! This is Mao Zedong thought. You know that Mao was two-

thirds correct and one-third incorrect. Times are different now. It is 2008 and we need to 

get along with foreigners.’ 

‘You must do something.’ 

‘What do you want me to do? Do you want me to call the Premier and tell him “the 

Australians have mistreated my boy?” What do you think will happen then?’  

‘You ought to be sending in the People’s Army.’ 

‘Don’t be ridiculous. We must be responsible. You are too quick to take offence. Do 

you understand that if I complain to the Australians this could become a diplomatic 

incident?’ 

‘You care more about your job than you care about me.’ 

He hung up the phone. Useless old man. 

Now he has nothing to do except cruise the city and fume. For the first time in his life 

he's free to go where he likes and do what he likes without interference from parents, 

grandparents, teachers, or school mates. But still he feels this thirst for revenge, this anger 

in search of a specific object. The nerve of the old goat talking to him about 

responsibility!  

Once, only once in all his years can he recall spending more than half an hour in his 

father’s presence. His baba and Madame Gei, a lady friend who was not Ding’s mother, 

propped against the fence of the ice rink and watched him skate in circles until his legs 

trembled with tiredness. Clockwise, he always went clockwise. Summer outside and 

scorching, it was like December inside the basement vault of the shopping centre. 

Fluorescent lights and designer boutiques flashed by, and the old man leant over the 
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barrier, extending one hand for Ding Xi to slap each time he went past. Until one lap he 

was not there anymore, and Ding Xi fell and shattered his wrist in three places, his father 

off buying lingerie for his mistress and a Rolex for his boy.  

‘I will wear your stupid watch,’ thinks Ding Xi, ‘but don’t think you can buy me.’ He 

removes his father’s credit card from his wallet, decides to go shopping. 

Across a bridge with three white arches he goes, the blue lampposts on the 

balustrades wilting in the heat. The smell of sour milk rises from a factory on his right, 

while to his left, across a bend in the river, vehicles crawl along the expressway. Teacher 

Veronica said that Brisbane is the fastest growing city in Australia, but Ding Xi sees little 

evidence of this. Only half a dozen cranes are visible in the whole skyline and there’s far 

less high-rise than in Beijing. The buildings are not as tall or as modern and the most 

prominent structure on the riverfront is not at all to his taste. It’s built of grey stone and 

looks vaguely European, a building from a fairytale. Ding Xi has seen the lights of 

Shanghai from the eighty-seventh floor of the Grand Hyatt; he knows what a city of the 

future looks like, and this is not it.  

The one piece of architecture that meets his approval stands straight ahead, all 

interlocking black cubes, burnished glass and steel. At last something with a sense of 

scale. This, he supposes, must be a truly important shopping complex; it is almost as 

grand as the one in Wanfujing. Drawing closer, he follows a paved entranceway between 

a series of neatly maintained woodchip garden beds. What an authoritarian country! 

Everything here is regimented, from the landscaping to the way people drive their cars 

and line up at the bank. The electronic doors slide open before him, and chilled air hits 

him in the face. At a counter on the way in, people are removing their hats and handing in 
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their bags and coats. Further off, they stand in groups of two or three, silently regarding 

the produce, a series of framed portraits on the walls.  

Ding Xi has never been in a shopping centre with merchandise quite like this before: 

there’s an image of a purple cow’s head on a yellow backdrop, a series of identical red 

and white soup cans, close up video footage of two people putting their tongues in each 

other’s mouths. None of the goods have price tags, but the marbled interior assures him 

that it won’t be difficult to rack up a few thousand dollars on the credit card here. All he 

needs to do is find something that will cost a small fortune and offend his father. What 

about a portrait? Ding Xi moves along a line of four prints. He doesn’t know who these 

people are, but he can tell they are famous just by looking at them. They are archetypes 

he has intuited somehow out of the air, familiar even in their strangeness: a bearded man 

in a cadre’s cap with a red star on the front, a blonde woman wearing lipstick and 

earrings, a hideous dwarf with white hair and a pockmarked face (this last figure gives 

him the shivers). They are all done in the same style, the image pared down to two or 

three intense tones. The fourth picture gives him pause. It is the only familiar face in the 

series, and he does not know how it makes him feel to see it in such an alien context.  

Every time he and his father drive along Chang'an Boulevard they pass the photo of 

Chairman Mao suspended over the gates of the Imperial Palace. He has seen it many 

times, but has never truly looked at it, not until this moment. Mao has been remade, 

reconstituted. His features are the same – the round cheeks and receding hairline, the 

sensual lips that smoked so many strong cigarettes and uttered so many famous 

pronouncements. It is the colours that have been altered. His collarless boiler suit is 

shaded bright pink, his mouth looks as though it has been smeared with lipstick, and his 
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skin is luminous green, with mustard-coloured blotches on the forehead and scalp. This is 

the cartoon Mao, the two-dimensional Mao. The figure in drab colours, fixed forever on 

the gates of the Beijing palace, belongs to his father and his father’s generation. This is 

his Mao, the Mao for people of his age, who see the world as he sees it, in technicolour. 

His father would faint if he saw it.  

Ding Xi approaches an official in a blue uniform who is standing nearby, gazing at an 

air-conditioning duct on the opposite wall. After checking his dictionary for the words he 

needs, he spends several minutes memorising the sequence.  

‘Mr?’ The tall man stoops slightly to look at him, the pores on the point of his nose 

large and black. Ding Xi points to the portrait. 

‘How much is your Australia culture relic?’ 

‘Sorry?’ 

‘How much? How much?’  

The impudent foreigner grins. He dares to open his mouth and laugh in Ding Xi’s 

face. 

‘Young fella,’ he says, ‘I think we can safely say that Andy Warhol is outside your 

price range.’ Gently, the man takes him by the shoulder. ‘But I’d be happy to show you to 

the gift store.’ 

 

People are streaming out of the gates of the famous Gold Coast movie park, tourists and 

families carrying helium balloons, stuffed toys and bulging bags of souvenirs. Nobody 

pays any attention to the two figures on the stone wall inside the gates. There’s no sign of 

anyone else around; the bus driver has taken the other students back to their home-stay 
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families in Brisbane. Sun Yuan has her hand around Teacher Veronica’s shoulder, the 

other woman is slumped forward with her face in her hands. 

‘I’m never going to find another job.’ 

‘You will. You’ll find something.’ Sun Yuan helps Veronica to her feet. It is late, the 

park will close soon.   

‘Come on,’ she says. ‘Let’s have one last look. Let’s see if we can find him.’ Back 

beneath the rollercoaster they go, into the deepening shadows. 

They look for God in the donut store, in sideshow alley and in the wild west saloon. 

They look for God in the lost property office and behind the candy-floss machine. But 

they are fast losing hope. They look for God in the wax museum and the Imax cinema 

and in a vast warehouse of empty Styrofoam boxes where the public aren’t permitted. 

Veronica pulls a stack of fifty onto the floor, insists on getting down on hands and knees 

to examine the interior of every one, muttering, ‘He has to be here somewhere.’  

On an antique hat stand she finds three costumes hanging like animal pelts: a giant 

canary, a rabbit and a black cat. She checks to see whether God is inside, but they’re all 

empty. When they emerge, it’s dusk. Their feet are tired and even the staff seem to have 

gone home. Back at the entrance, they find the gates locked, the ticket booths empty. No 

screams from the rollercoaster, no flashing lights from the arcade machines, only silence 

and oncoming darkness and everywhere huge industrial bins overflowing with lush-

smelling black bags.  

'Finally,' says Sun Yuan. 

'Finally what?' 

'The revenge of Ding Xi.'  
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Now that the people are gone the animals have begun to come out, possums sneaking 

down from the tree tops to feast on the debris. They’ll have to sleep out like animals 

themselves, but it’s a balmy night and will be pleasant enough. Veronica still has a picnic 

rug in her backpack from earlier in the day. She spreads it out on the grass and they lie 

down to watch the clouds change colour over the empty parking lot. A long streak of 

altocumulus on the horizon deepens from pink to red. For Sun Yuan it’s a rooster, for 

Veronica an anvil. Why do they see different things in the same cloud? She wonders what 

Hu would see if he were here, a lady with bare breasts, she’s fairly certain. Soon she’ll 

send him a message and tell him they’re finished.  

 The earth is damp as they settle down to sleep, and the garden beds release a faint 

odour of manure. Sun Yuan lets Veronica snuggle into her shoulder, watches her drift off 

to the snicker of the sprinkler system and the cicada songs in the ferns, muttering dreamy 

fragments of the day’s search: 

‘He’s not by the fountain, not by the candy store…’ Smiling she strokes her friend’s 

hair. She knows they’ll never find him.  

 

 


